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THE CHALLENGE
When our client took over operation of a long-term shut-in 
well, they discovered an issue with a malfunctioning tubing 
retrievable subsurface safety valve (TRSSSV) causing high 
gas returns in the control line.

Their intention for the well in the Northern North Sea was 
to reinstate production.  However upon discovery of the 
issue, it was rendered unsafe to produce.

“High gas return in the control line.”

THE SOLUTION
Following discussion with the Oilenco engineering team, 
our recommendation was to use the TRSSSV investigation 
package to evaluate the condition of the valves.  This 
package included the:

 � Soak Sleeve and Syringe
 � Wire Roller Brush
 � Safety Valve Check Tool

An Oilenco engineer was deployed with the equipment to 
support the customer throughout the investigation.

Following a run of the flapper check tool, this showed 
the TRSSSV flapper fully open.  The wire roller brush 
was then run to clean the valve, followed by a series 
of tests to deem if this had been successful.  Whilst 
cleaning fixed the flapper issue, and this was functioning 
well, high gas returns were still found in the control 
line making it unsuitable to flow the well.  Numerous 
attempts to lubricate and bleed the control line showed 
no improvements indicating the piston rod seals were 
damaged in the downhole TRSSSV.

THE GAS INGRESS ISOLATION VALVE (GiiV)
Upon this discovery, Oilenco recommended the Gas Ingress 
Isolation Valve (GiiV), an automated system that prevents 
gas returning to the main control unit during an emergency.

Oilenco hosted a technical workshop at our facility in 
Westhill, Aberdeen to demonstrate the GiiV technology 
in action.  The GiiV is automatically activated when the 
downhole safety valves are operating.  As there is no 
requirement for intervention to lock out the TRSSSV and set 
an insert valve, the client was confident this was the right 
solution providing a long-term, low maintenance resolution 
to their issue.

“We have a strong relationship with Oilenco 
and when they suggested this interventionless 

solution we were keen to learn more.”
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Within three weeks of the initial investigation, an Oilenco 
engineer supported the offshore team to quickly and 
effectively install the GiiV into the control line system on 
the well.  Function tests revealed the valve successfully 
activated as designed, managing gas ingress safely and 
preventing gas returning to the main control unit.  This 
facilitated the client successfully bringing the well back 
online safely.

FURTHER INFORMATION
To speak to one of our engineers about your application, 
or to discuss the GiiV solution, call +44 (0)1224 548700 or 
email info@oilenco.com.
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